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INCOSE Meeting Attendees,

I enjoyed last night’s demonstration of the Crawford Slip Method. I hope you take what you learned and play around with it.

Make it your own. Drs. Crawford and Demidovich’s treatise can be a useful guide to help steer you away from any big mistakes.

Practice with small groups to fine tune before you hold a large workshop. Don’t go high stakes immediately!

I have started looking at the slips you gave me last night. The 8 sentences below are the 8 slips you came up with in a couple of minutes as a spur of the moment third target.

I did not make any attempt to categorize or rewrite these thoughts as I will with targets A and B.

If you don’t see your slip here, or even if you do, feel free to “reply to all” with your idea, or ideas based on the ideas below.

Request each board member to bring a person to the next meeting.

MBSE training would be interesting to learn.

Reliability training would be beneficial for engineers.

Before “allowing” a person to serve themselves dinner, require him/her to provide one meeting topic suggestion.

Encourage “bring a friend or co-worker” night.

When advertising the meetings, mention how great the food is.

Mentorship opportunities for new systems engineers.

Reach out to American Society for Quality to cross-sponsor meetings that are linked like Crawford Slips and risk management.